
This Kindergarten Room from Jonti-Craft was designed with children’s learning and 
development needs in mind. When designing the room, we set up the space in a way that 
allows kindergarteners to learn in the best way possible.
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Jonti-Craft® Multi-Purpose Square Table - 20” High 
with Ladderback Chairs
Table and chairs perfect for pretend play! 
57220JC - Table $173.00
5912JC2 - Chairs $162.00

Jonti-Craft® Media Cart - Lockable
Grommet in top and two openings in back for cord management. Two 
adjustable shelves. Lock-n-key included.
3305JC $373.20

Jonti-Craft® Flushback Pick-a-Book Stand
Counter is 20 inches high which allows toddlers to enjoy kitchen play. 
Four “burner” stove, wooden turn-button controls and pull out “sprayer”.
3514JC $216.00

Berries® Mobile Rectangle Activity Table - 30” X 60” 
with Ladderback Chairs
Gray legs adjust from 20” to 31” high, are 2” thick, and feature heavy-
duty gray casters.  
6408JCM251 - Table $403.80
5914JC2 - Chairs (x2)  $350.00

Jonti-Craft® 8 Cubbie-Tray Mobile Unit - with 
Colored Trays
A mobile manipulative station.
0606JC $322.30

TrueModern® Play Kitchen 
Four piece set includes Stove, Sink, Fridge & Cupboard Loads of 
interactive elements keep kids entertained.
1711JC $1,403.80

Jonti-Craft® SideKick - Mobile
The 1˝” thick high-density foam cushion provides exceptional comfort 
and is wrapped with extra-durable fabric. Features four book slots, 
open storage, and an easily detachable Write-n-Wipe board.
3769JC $204.00

Jonti-Craft® Adjustable Mobile Straight-Shelf with Lip
A two-inch lip around the top to keep supplies off the floor. Two 
adjustable shelves.
0782JC $421.30

Jonti-Craft® Wardrobe Closet Deluxe
One side features a fixed center shelf and two adjustable shelves. 
The other side allows for hanging coats and jackets.
5951JC $1018.30

Jonti-Craft® 4 Station Art Center
This mobile unit acts as an art island where four or more can work. 
Removable tabletop easels mount securely to base. 
0294JC $576.30

Jonti-Craft® Sectional Cubbie-Tray Mobile Unit  
Holds fifteen clear trays and has sixteen removable, finished 
partitions.
04160JC $ 650.30

Jonti-Craft® Large Light Table - Multicolored
With 16 colors, five modes, and brightness control—you will captivate 
the minds of young learners! Made with energy-friendly LED light that 
are CSA listed for use in the US and Canada.
5852JC $686.70

Jonti-Craft® Science Activity Table 
Curious scientists can explore magnets, magnifiers and mirrors at 
this six-sided table. Stow supplies in clear cubbie-tray-n-lid. 
6760JC $355.90

Berries® Collaborative Table Setup with Chairs
These tables can easily be rearranged to accomodate any need.
6310JCS410 - Bowtie Table (x3) $999.90
6311JCS410 - Hub Table $422.00
8122JC1005 - 12” Chair (x2) $86.00
8124JC1005 - 14” Chair (x4) $175.20
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